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Letters:
Surprising Response
To the Editor:
Yesterday, there appeared in The
Lobo a letter I submitted that has
provoked a surprising response. It
dealt with the defacement of the
Zimmerman library mural and seems
to have become another
"Zimmerman .letter."
To you who have taken offense
and have called me to perform a
biologically impossible act of
self-gratification, I request that you
read the letter again and see if therein
lies a starical subtleness - much llke
the kind against which you have
been struggling to retain human
dignity for all.
To you Anglos who are now
offended and also wish to blow me
up, don't bother, I'm booked solid.
Gene Martin

such interpretations. A picture of
past events or cultures only tells a
story-tells it as it was, not as it
ought to have been.
The paint-throwing was claimed
by a militant women's organization
who declared " ... power to the
people and power to the sisters." To
the person who left this message I
would address these questions: Have
you gained any power by the
throwing of a bucket of paint? Have
you bettered the living conditions of
oppressed minorities? Have you
scored a point against a "racist"
artist who died four years ago?
Oh, you would say, but we made
our point, we dramatized a burning
issue. Fine. But was it worth the
price? In doing so you destroyed an
irreplaceable piece of art, you put
the pressing cause of library reform
back months since the library's
already inadequate funds will now
have to be stretched to include an
expensive clean-up and repair job.
You reinforced our image in the
community as that of immature,
irresponsible delinquents. None of
this helps any cause, it only hurts the
large majority of students who will

end up paying for the repairs, who
need a better library, who have. to
live and work in this commumty.
And saddest of all, you hmt the very
cause you sought to aid, because
sincere, concerned people who are
sympathetic to minority causes are
only alienated and turned ?ff ~Y
such stupid, 'pointless, JUvenile
destruction.
How much better to go tutor
Chicano kids two hours a week, or to
walk blocks collecting for
community fund, or to volunteer for
Head Start on a Navajo reservation,
or to lobby for equal women's pay.
B~t it is a lot quicker and easier to
throw a can of paint in the name of
justice. And how sad that you really
believe it will help anything at all.
Kay Bratton
Art Censorship
To the Editor:
Several letters and an editorial in
The Lobo have discussed the
defacing of the library mural from
the standpoint of it being a valid way
to protest the racism and sexism of
the white man, assuming that this is
what the mural symbolizes. I feel
that this is a valid point of view from

which to consider the act, but I
would like to draw attention to
another consideration, that of
censorship.
If it can be considered an act of
artistic censorship, we must ask
ourselves if and when such
censorship is justified. Does any
faction, majority or minority,
oppressed or oppressor, have the
right to destroy an artist's
interpretation of idea, an historic
event or anything else he chooses to
depict?
Can we be so presumptious as to
interpret what Kenneth Adams was
attempting to say back in 1939, and
if his painting is interpreted as being
degrading to the Mexican-American
and Indian people, does any group
have the right to destroy or alter it?
I don't think it can be denied by
anyone, that the white man has
exploited the native populations of
the Southwest, but I question the
validity of this act of obvious
censorship. Must we adopt a policy
of continually policing our works of
art to ensure that they are acceptable
to all members of the community?
Pat McArdle

J

By LAWRENCE WEISS
This will be passed out to all
concerned during the Union Board
meeting today. I wrote this in the
sense of a "concerned citizen" with
no organizational affiliations.
Purpose: The purpose of this
report is to present in writing some
issues of immediate concern to those
interested in the management of the
Student Union. Theoretically those
interested parties, particularly .Ron
Baum as director, and the Union
Board as a whole, will act on these
and related issues in some
meaningful way. This is not
presented as a definitive study or ~
comprehensive plan of action. That
is your job.
·
My resources: Information for this
report was gathered through
informal talks with members of Eric
Nelson's staff, Ron Baum, and
several other interested and involved
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ESSO was lucky last week. This
time it's going to burn, baby,
burn. That's it." Humble Oil is a
subsidiary of Standard Oil of New
Jersey (ESSO).
Radio cars were dispatched to
the huge Bayway Refinery
opposite Staten Island, and local
police and Humble security
personnel searched in vain for
bombs. Some security men were
still searching when the blast
knocked them off their feet.
The fireball engulfed a half
dozen storage tanks and set off
underground fires that roared like
blast furnaces for several hours.
At 12:45 a.m. (MST) shortly after
the fires had been brought under
control by area firemen, radio
station WINS in New York
received an anonymous call from
a man claiming to be a member of
the "United Socialist
Revolutionary Front."
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The caller claimed his group
had been responsible for three
blasts and threatened 'other
explosions unless "political
prisonet·s are released." He named
black revolutionary Angela Davis
and Black Panther Party Chairman
Bobby Seale.
Linden Mayor John Gregorio
later disclosed that "five or six
persons reported to police that
they had seen a light plane or
helicopter over the refinery just
prior to the blast.
"There is a possibility that
something could have been
dropped from the plane," the
mayor said, adding that although
investigators had reached no
co ncl us ions "we're definitely
thinking along the line that it was
sabotage."
Gregorio said the FBI joined
local and state police in the case
without being asked. Asked if

NCW

th~re had been any trouble at the
the damage probably ran into the
Humble plant last week
as "millions
of dollars."
suggested by the man who w~rned
An
eyewitness,
former Linden
of Saturday's explosion the
Mayot·
Alexander
Wrigley,
the
mayor disclosed that a youth was explosion was "like ansaid
atom
arrested there on a trespassing
bomb, lifting om· house almost off
~barge last week and later its foundations.
released.
The explosion resulted in such
Gregorio identified the suspect
as Mark Domarki, 21
of massive traffic jams on major
Montainside, N.J., and said tlu·ee throughways that police had to
alleged companions "got away." seal off feeder roads with barbed
He said he expected Domarki to wire. The plundering in Linden
be questioned again.
and Eiizabith's main shopping
Windows were blown out in a stt·eets apparently was undertaken
30-block area al'Ound the refinery in the belief that police would be
and buildings were shaken in too busy elsewhere to stop it.
Staten Island, whet·e a large
Police reserves were called in
window in the Manhattan Ferry and rifle patrols were rushed to
Terminal was shattered. Tremors the area where lawless banrh
from the blast were felt looted for an hour and a half.
throughout Manhattan and as far Sanitation workers were busy
north as New Rochelle, N.Y., in Sunday c!('aning up the debris
suburban Westerchester County, while shop owners took inventory
Esso officials at the scene said of their losses.

MEXICO

'Fly, Baby, Fly'

Defacement
To the Editor:
In four years at the University I
have never written letters, marched
or protested in any way. Finally
something has angered me to express
my feelings. The action which has
stirred me from my apathy is the
throwing of paint on a mural in
Zimmerman library.
The mural, one of a series of four
done many years ago, was allegedly
racist and male-dominated. It was
said to be objectionable because it
showed a brown man and a red man
with no eyes, and the white man
with eyes and in the center, a
position of dominance. In answer it
was pointed out that every profile in
the series of murals, regardless of
color, is shown with no eyes. That
the white man is in the center can be
interpreted in several ways, but the
history it represents is not subject to
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U Enrollment May Be Restricted
~··,

Administrators, Students Will Discuss Outlook
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parties. As an employee of the
Union, I have had the privilege of
gathering certain firsthand
knowledge and impressions generally
not available to others. I have also
read a five-page summary of a study
whose purpose it was to
systematically analyze all aspects of
the Student Union operation.
Your resources: This is directed
primarily to "those interested
parties." At the very least, everyone
on the Union Board should have a
copy of the "Summary Report of
UNM Sub Project." This is a
five -page summary of an
approximately 150-page study
conducted Fall Semester, 1969, as a
class project, ("Marketing
Communications"), from the School
of Business and Administrative
Sciences. See the Union Board
chairman about your copy of the
summary, and for information about
the location of the more important
unabridged study. Consider this
study by the School of Business a
trendsetter. You should contact the
School of Business to conduct more
intensive studies of profit, service,
etc. on a regular basis in specific
areas such as the games area and
food services. Consider other
departments such as sociology for
their potential services. Use the free
resources of the University. Check
private operations such as hamburger
stands, bowling alleys and pool halls.
See how they compare in terms of
management, finances and efficiency
with similar operations in the Union.
Food services: The following must
be learned' and made public
information: per each food service
area, per month, (snack bar,

cafeteria, Costa del Sol); What is
total wholsesale cost of food and
supplies? What is total retail income?
What is total overhead? From these
general figilres, an idea of the food
services operation can be formed.
Each area may then be intensively
studied, (by the School of Business?)
in terms of efficiency, wastage, theft,
quality of product, etc. Other
questions: How does the food service
operation compare with similar
private enterprise operations? What
criteria are used to choose the
wholesalers, (union lettuce?)? How
can the services be improved, (health
food?)? What about moving the
snack bar into a corner of the
cafeteria, thereby cutting down on
duplicated capital, (soda venders,
etc.) and adding much needed space
in the Union eating area? How about
advertised specials, (would the Lobo
donate space?)?
Games area: Use the University
resources to study this area. For
example, what is the profit per
game/per square yard of space used?
The Lobo room was created as a
quiet place to play cards and chess.
Why was the juke box moved into
that room last month and the sound
cut off from the games area, where
people who have put money into it
cannot hear it? Pool may be a very
profitable enterprise, and there is
often a waiting list. Would it be
economically feasible to put three
extra tables where now there are
'dozens of rarely used, dirty plastic
chairs? The bowling alleys are on a
five year lease, four years to go. All
the equipment is in deplorable shape,
with three of the lanes permanently
out of order. 'fhe terms of the lease

are in the neighborhood of $450 per
year/per lane. Should this contract
be kept? Is this the only reason
bowling loses so much money per
year? Why has there never been any
imaginative advertising for bowling,
or any other activity in the games
area. Is it a wise policy to have three
lanes for $1 on week days, and four
lanes for $1 on weekends, a financial
practice opposite that of·any private
bowling enterprise? Let it be stressed
that these are mere samples of
games-area reality.
Maximize present potential: The
inflated prices charged by the
University's most repugnant
monopoly, the bookstore, are all
that currently support the
deficit-burdened Union. Union fees
are not the answer to unimaginative
policies and complacent
management. Grandiose plans for
additional investments of capital
such as major remodeling, or the
addition of more costly services do
not appear to make good business
sense. What must first be
· accomplished is major institutional
analysis and correction in order to
maximize effective management,
efficiency and quality of services
presently being offered. Upon that
eventual solid foundation would the
additional investments of capital and
expansion of services make sense.
Conclusion: Immediately re-think
and correct the most blatant
problems. Use your imagination. Use
all the free resources at your
disposaL Use your political power.
Push your plans until they are
institutional reality. How much will
you accomplish within the next two
months?

,l

Photo !Jy Bob Butler

Board Chairman

Union Board Chairman Gerald
Gerkin listened Friday as plans
were outlined for opening the
Desert Rom on a menu-serving
basis.

Enrollment restriction will be discussed at
a planning retreat for top-level UNM
administrators and student leaders to be held
Wednesday, Dec. 9, at Albuquerque's
Dominican Retreat House. Implications for
future growth for the University community
has become a vital concern since this year's
surprising jump in enrollment and
concurrent financial crunch.
Included in the ali-day meeting will be
UNM President Ferrel Heady, the Regents,
the University's vice presidents, chairmen of
the faculty c~rricula and policy committees,
and the presidents of ASUNM and GSA.
Another member of the group will be
Donald Stuart, associate executive secretary
of the state Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) who is attending because of the direel
relationship between UNM's size and its
financing needs.
"We are going to look at the implications
of future growth here at the University and
discuss the possibility of future enrollment
restrictions," said Chester Travelstead,
academic vice president, whose office is
making arrangements for the retreat.
Travelstead said next year's projected 10
percent increase in enrollment, following
this year's unexpectedly high increase of
over 14 percent, makes it imperative to
begin overall planning as soon as possible.
"I feel reasonably sure we will have to
begin to restrict our enrollment,"
Travelstead said. He added that this brings

up the question of what the basis for
implementing enrollment restriction should
be used.
An overall size is the first considemtion
but individual figures for departments and
colleges would have to be considered, he
said.
Also planning to attend the meeling are
Morris Hendrickson, director of the ·Office
of Institutional Research, and William
Huber, director of University Collt•ge and
Counseling Center, both of whose
departments are directly concerned with the
enrollment question.
The idea for the retreat arosp in tlw
acadPmic dean's meeting Oct. 22, wlwn they
agreed UNM's growth should not go
unplanned, Travelstead said. This is the
second such meeting this year, the first was
held April 1, but concerned only enrollment
and growth.
California was pointed to by Travelstead
as being an exan1ple of a state plagued by
tremendous increases in higher education
needs during the last decade that brought
about severe problems in planning and
enrollment restriction. UNM hopes to avoid
this situation by early long-range planning,
he said.
UNM's enrollment for the fall semester of
1970-71 was 18,061. The enrollment for the
same semester last year was 15,692.

Desert Room Will Start Menu Service
2-Month Trial Period Begins Jan. 4
Union Board Priday voted six to two to open the Desert
Room on a menu-service basis for a trial period of two
months beginning Jan. 4.
Tables with ehina and plaee settings will be set up in the
Desert Room to give the area a "nice atmosphere" in which
to eat, said Union Director Ron Baum. Cost of the project
will be 56 cents per place setting and cost of hiring 11
parttime waitresses and one fulltime food service employe, he
added.
The Desert Room project will be evaluated on a continuing
basis by the Union Board during the two-month experiment.
Faculty Board member Don Schlegal and student board
member Terry Toomey voted against the· Desert Room
proposal on the grounds such an area would segregate
students from staff and faculty due to the cost of eating

Santa's 'Ho-Ho-Ho' Out
MIAMI (UPI) -A dozen Santas
being trained for duty in Miami
dopartmet1t stores have been told
that "ho·ho·ho" is a no·no t,his
year because it scares the kids.
Instead, the Santas have been
instructed to ·act in a jovial, but
more natural manner while

Monday, December 7, 1970

listening to the Christmas wishes
of children on their knees.
"After all," said Santa tt-ainer
Mrs. Tabby Voelzke, "where do
children . hear adults saying
ho·ho·ho? We've found they are
stattled when they hear it coming
from a Santa."

there. Schlegal added "the last Desert Room two years ago
was a losing proposition." It was set up similru.· to the
proposal the Board approved Friday.
The Union Board also voted to rename the Lobo Room in
the Union basement "The Sub-Machine Room." The room
contains vending machines ru.1d game tables.
The new nru.ne, submitted by Mike Bailey of Onate Hall,
was one of 200 proposed names received by the Union in a
contest to rename the Lobo Room ru.·ea. A committee
narrowed the list to five, which were voted on by the Board
Friday. "The Ho Chi Minh Memorial Room" received the
second highest number of votes.
Baum .announced that the shoe shop in the northeast
corner of the Union will move by Dec. 18 and the area will
be turned over to GSA and ASUNM for office space for new
student orientation.
In other bu~i~1ess, the Board gave Baum the authority to
move the televiSion set from the recreation area in the Union
basemen.t, but did not set a place for the television to be
moved. At its present location the set violates fire codes in
~hat it e11c~tmbers a fire exit, according to a fire department
mterpretatiOn, Baum said.
The Boru.·d also agreed to look into a student complaint
about the cups dispensed in the vending machines in the
Union basement.

Governance
Conference
Scheduled
Undergraduate students
interested in attending a
UNM governance conference
of students, faculty,
administrators and alumni
must turn in their names to
the ASUNM office on the
second floor of the Union by
5 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 9.
The conference, sponsored
by the All-University
Governance Committee, wnr·•
hold roundtable discussions
centered around the theme,
"How to Build a University."
The conference will be held
at the Holiday Inn East from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
20 undergraduate students
will be chosen to attend the
conference by undergraduates
on the governance committee
from the names submitted.
Besides these 20, 14 ASUNM
executive officers or senators
and eight administrators, 42
faculty members and eight
alumni will also attend the
conference.

Eco-Commandos 'Dye' Sewerage as Pollution Warning
t'J

By STANLEY M. BROWN
than a not-so-funny prank. But
Inside each wax-sealed bottle admitted they chose a
.MIAMI (UPI)-Last April six the commandoes, who describe
was a note telling where it haq commando-style attack on
young Miami residents scaled a' Miami as "the Polluted Paradise,"
been dropped. The commandos pollution "for drama, tic impact."
six-foot fence, ducked a sleepy were far from through.
asked the finder to mail two
Alternatives
night watchman and sneaked into
On Independence Day, they
enclosed post cards to the editor
"Recognized
conservation
a dimly lit sewage treatment struck again-this time with such
of his newspaper and the groups stand up and scream all the
plant, thus launching one of the embarrassing impact that Dade
governor, telling them where the time, but they do little good,"
most unorthodox campaigns yet County Sheriff E. Wilson Purdy
bottle was found and noting "this Bob said, "We can do what the
in the battle to s~:~ve the was ordered to find the raiders
is where Miami's sewage goes."
established groups can't or won't
environment.
and arrest them. The charges were
So far, over 7 5 bottles have do.
Quickly and silently the not specified.
been found on beaches from
"And because we're a secret
black-clad intruders approached
Thousands of July 4
nearby Hollywood to 120 miles group, we keep the county and
six huge waste vats scattered vacationers and tourists who
northward at Vero Beach, state officialdom jumping," Ed
through the building. In each they flocked to this area '.s beaches were
"carried by the same wind and chimed in. ''They don't know
deposited a bomb filled with dye, startled by red signs that warned:
water currents that move Miami's how many of us there are, or what
Minutes later they regrouped and "Danger polluted. No swimming.
raw sewage."
we're liable to do next. One
started making their way out.
No fishing. Potentially dangerous .,
official guessed there were 100 of
On
Nov.
10
the
commandoes
Everything went with military concentrations of pathogenic
wrote President Nixon and us.,,
precision until the chain-link bacteria have been found at or
warned him that the beach in
"And obviously," Sarah added,
fence collapsed under the weight near this location.
front of his Key Biscayne vacation "We would like to avoid arrest.
of a 250-pound participant,
retreat is "washed by . the raw We've got careers to protect and
Communique #2
c'a"using the · watchman to call
sewage
pouring from the ocean extremely limited resources for
In
communique
No.
2,
tha
police.
commandoes reported dangerous · outfalls which stud our coastline.". bail bond and attorney fees."
Before the raiders could reach bacteria concentrations. had been .
They asked the president to join
The leadership corps of the
their hidden getaway cars, a police
found by officials at most area
them
in
a
fight
against
area
commandoes
includes a ·marine
cruiser roared up. They fled into a beaches, "but the beaches _are not
polluters."
biologist,
a
.micro-biologist,
a
mangrove swamp and
closed because it would hurt the
The White House did not medical student, a landscape
hid~swari:ned for more than an tourist trade.
respond.
architect, a medical .technician, a
hour by mosquitoes they dared
"There is a real health danger
At
a
carefully-arranged
meeting
nurse,
a teacher and a print shop
not slap-until the police finally to those who dare swim in
recently
in
a
crowded
pub,
the
owner-all
under 30.
gave up their search.
Miami's waters," the communique
leaders
of
Eco-Commando
Force
"We're
an affinity group,"
Bright Yellow
said. "Infections of cuts and sores
7 Q-they introduced themselves Bruce explained. "We met
By daybreak, after similar raids are quite likely. Gastro-intestinal
by first names only-frankly through other groups and have
on two more sewage plants, half upsets are also possible. Less
the inland canals in the Miami likely, but still possible, are cases
area turned bright yellow. Back at · of hepatitis, typhoid and other
their headquarters, their mission virulent diseases. Fungus
accomplished, Eco-Commando infections are another danger."
Force 70 issued communique No.
County Manager Hoke Welch
1.
dismissed the beach pollution
The tiny organization-comprised of a few professional men warning as "contrary to the
and women students and blue facts." He would not elaborate.
At this point, the commandoes
collar workers-declared that they
went
deep underground to plan
dyed the waste "to show what
TRY THESE
their
third
mission. Their attorney
happens to sewage dumped in our
advised them to disband. They
HOMEMADE
waterways."
HOURS: to go
refused
and
said
if
captured,
SPECIALS
"If the dye is not carried
Wed.
& Thur. 5 p.m.-midnight
downstream, residents should be "we'll plead self-defense."
Fri. & Sat. 5 p.m.-2 a.m.
On Oct. 22 the commandoes
Pepperoni-Cheese
warned of dangerously high
went
two
miles
offshore
to
the
Sunday
4 p.m.-midnight
Black Oliveconcentrations of pollutants,"
end
of
the
Miami
Beach
sewage
their communique said. "Dade
Green Chili
HOURS: served
County citizens need not worry outfall pipe. There they dumped
Ground
Beef
7
00
sealed
beer
bottles
into
the
Wed.
& Thur. 8 p.m.-midnight
about this attack-unless their
Sausage-Mushroom
40
million
gallons
of
raw
sewage
drinking water turns yellow."
Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
that daily flows from the pipe.
The sewage raids got little City officials claim the raw sewage
Sunday 4 p.m.-midnight
publicity and were regarded by is carried far to sea by the Gulf
Phone 266-1goo 301 Cornell SE at Lead
local officials as nothing more Stream.
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Outstanding Bargains
AMERICAN INDIAN PAINTING of
the Southwest and Plains Areas, by
Dorothy Dunn. Already a classic in its
field, 487 pp., 33 full color plates, 124
photos.
Reg. $25;
Sale Price $12
EDIBLE NATIVE PLANTS OF THE
ROCKY MOUNTAINS, by H. D. Harrington. For all interested in health
foods, camping, botany, survival. 392
pp., ill us.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $6

Open Mon.-Fri., 8 to 5
We Will Be Open During the Noon Hour

For Your
New Mexico Shelf
CORONADO, KNIGHT OF PUEBLOS
AND PLAINS, by Herbert E. Bolton.
The fabulous story of Coronado's
1540·1542 expedition to the Southwest. 507 pp., maps, clothbound.
Reg. $8.95;
Sale Price $4
NEW MEXICO BLUE BOOK, 1882, by
Wm. G. Ritch. Facsimile reprint of a
primary source, full of curious old
facts. 214 pp., handsome slipcase.
Reg. $10;
Sale Price $2.50
NEW MEXICO'S OUEST FOR
STATEHOOD, 1846-1912, by Robert
W. larson. A carefully documented
account of a remarkable 66-year struggle. 432 pp.
Reg, $12;
Sale Price $5

NEW MEXICO IN THE 19TH CENTURY: A Pictorial History, by Andrew
K. Gregg. A picture history for readers
and students of all ages, with 500 early
woodcuts. 196 pp.
Reg. $7.50;
Sale Price $4
SAINTS IN THE VALLEYS: Christian
Sacred Images in the History, life, and
Folk Art of Spanish New Mexico, by
Jose E. Espinosa. The history and
meaning of santos. 136 pp., 47 photos.
Reg. $7 .50;
Sale Price $4
AFTER THE STORM: Landmarks of
the Modern Mexican Novel, by Joseph
Sommers. An original analysis of
modern Mexican prose, 224 pp.
Reg. $5.95;
Sale Price $4
PHYSIOLOGICAl SYSTEMS IN
SEMIARID ENVIRONMENTS, by C.
Clayton Hoff and Marvin l. Riedesel.
34 sections by authorities; a basic
study in ecology. 293 pp.
Reg. $12;
Sale Price $4

POLITICS IN NEW MEXICO, by Jack
E. Holmes. "Unquestionably the most
important book about New Mexico
politics to date."-Rocky Mountain
Social Science Journal. 351 pp,
Reg, $7.95;
Sale Price $4

THE HOLLOMAN STORY, by Geo.
Meeter. Firs hand accounts of space
age research at Holloman Air Force
Base, N.M. 215 pp., 40 photos.
Reg. $5.95;
Sale Price $2.50

MINERALS OF NEW MEXICO, by
Stuart A. Northrop. A steady favorite;
biggest and best book on its subject.
681 pp., map.
Reg, $10
Sale Price $5

DANCING GODS: Indian Ceremonials
of New Mexico and Arizona, by Erna
Fergusson. Full story of these colorful
·
rituals. Cloth edition, illus,
Reg. $7.50
Sale Price $4

THE liFE AND WRITINGS OF
BARTOLOME DE LAS CASAS, by
Henry Raup Wagner, A modern biographer of the great sixteenth-century
crusader for Indian rights. 328 pp.
Reg. $12.50;
Safe Price $6

Adventure & Archaeo.logy

TOMBSTONE'S EPITAPH, ed. by
Douglas Martin. Story of a famous Ari•
zona ·mining camp, as told by Its
equally famous newspaper. 301 pp,
Reg. $5.95
Sale Price $1.50
THE LOST TRAPPERS, by David J.
Coyner; ed. by David J. Weber. An allnew edition of the mountain man
classic that is still a riddle for historians. 224 pp., map,
Reg. $8.50;
Sale Price $4
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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The New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every rPgular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

J. ROSS BROWNE: His letters, Journals, and Writings, ed. by lina Fergusson Browne. New material on one
of the most fascinating reporters on
the West. 420 pp., ill us.
Reg, $12;
Sale Price $5
EARL MORRIS AND SOUTHWESTERN ARCHAEOLOGY, by Florence &
Robert Lister. An affectionate biog·
raphy of a pioneer archaeologist. 204
pp., illus.
Reg. $7.95;
Sale Price $2.50
CHRONICLES OF THE GRINGOS:
The U.S. Army in the Mexican War,
1846·1848, by Goo. Winston Smith
and Charles Judah. "Varied, colorful,
and significant eyewitness reports."
523 pp., 32 plates, 51 illus,
Reg. $15;
Sale Price $6
LIFE IN THE NORTH DURING THE
CIVIL WAR_: A Source History, by
Geo. W. Smtth ~n.d Ch~rles Judah •. A
sometimes surpnstng PICture of l1fe
ob~ve the Mason-Dixon line. 416 pp.,
35 Ill us.
Reg. $10;
Sale Price $3

News Bureau
_A Cavand<?Ii (macrame) design
usmg knottmg techniques by
Mary Jo Miller, a student in art
education at UNM, is one of the
works on display in the
Contemporary Fibre exhibition in
the UNM education building
lobby.

An exhibition of three
dimensional art forms made with crochet stiches to make creative
contemporary fiber construction forms or functional objects. Once
is currently on display in the the student learns the basic
techniques, Can· instructs him to
UNM education building lobby.
use
his· cmativity to expand.
The exhibition will be shown
"The
s_tudents spend a great
through Dec. 9.
deal
of
tJme
on the projects at
The works were selected from
home,
in
addition
to the four
p;o_i~cts which graduate and upper
d1v1s1on art education students ~ours of class time," Carr said.
They really knock themselves
have
completed in a out."
contemporary fiber construction
"I tell them that all I can do is
work shop offered by UNM's art
teach them the techniques and
education department.
help them with the obstacles but
The instructor, Judith Carr
the
real learning process com~s in
says "the objective of the cours~
exploring
and experimenting with
is to give the student the
the
techniques,"
she said.
opportuni~y to experiment with
who
received
her master
Carr,
techniques and fibers so he may
become more aware of his creative of fine arts from ,Cranbrook
Academy of Art in Bloomfield
abilities."
Hills,
Mi_ch, will_ teach a workshop
"By familiarization with the ·
course
m fabnc embellishment
possibilities the materials offer next semester.
and mastery of some of the
"The course is one of several
techniques of fiber construction
workshop
classes in art education
the student will have mor~.
and
will
concentrate
on things
creative opportunities to offer his
you
can
do
to
decorate
material "
students when he. reaches a
she s_aid. "Sil~ screen printing ~n
teaching position," sl:ie said.
tie and die
Carr said that the students are fabnc, bast1k
bleaching
techniques
and fabri~
given basic techniques such as
painting
are
so~e
of the
knotting, an easily learned
techniques
we
will
work
with."
technique using cord, and basic

·~

WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 1

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER

I 1307 Central N.E,

Time's A
Wasting

18, More Days

to Christmas

m~~~\

'$CASH$

Tucs.-Sat.

8-5

L+IID

ltaliaR SoAdw1ches
S.E.
243-6369

Harvard

Hi! We're Galles "Mini-Maids"!
We asked Lee to get a good, economical car we could
sell for less than $2000-and here it is-

I
11, More Days to
Christmas Break

1971 SUBARU "STAR''

'

$]9 94 ~li~rnd

""'(\~

FREE WITH ANY PURCHASE OF
$10 OR MORE-your choice of either
POLITICS AND PURSE STRINGS IN
NEW MEXICO (reg. $2.45 paperback)
or THE ROAD TO SANTA FE (reg.
$2.45 paperback). (limit 1 each, to
first 500 customers.)

Scholarly Special

GOLD HUNTER: The Adventures" of
Marshall Bond, By M. Bond, Jr. Material on Pancho Villa, Lincoln County,
Klondike, Jack london. 268 pp,
Reg. $8.50
Sale Price $4

518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Op&n. Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 om to Midnite
Quarter Arcad&
Admission $4.00 (Movi&)

Bonus Book•

Cash Only

THE ANGLO-SPANISH STRUGGLE
FOR MOSOUITIA, by Troy S. Floyd.
Attack and counter-attack along the
Mosquito Coast of the Caribbean in the
17th and 18th centuries. 24 7 pp.,
maps.
Re!'J. $6.95;
Sale Price $2.50

EROS
'
ADULT THEATRE

C)"'"'~•) $& • ,k-,..,.,..1;~'~~\~

Room 220, Journalism Building
( NWCorner Yale and Central)

THE REDISCOVERY OF NEW MEXICO, 1580-1594, by Geo. P. Hammond. Coronado Series, Ill. Deluxe
edition of rare Spanish documents. 359
pp.
Reg. $17.50
Sale Price $8

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 <;:ENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS ·FRQM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Yean Old
Proof of Ag& Required

p •t-'~· to.@~~~

ANNUAL· CHRISTMAS BOOK SALE
SALE ENDS DEC. 22

UNM Art Show Offers
Three-Dimensional Forms

known each other for' a long time.
We have no set leadership
structure. When someone gets an
idea, it goes in the pot and if
enough of us like it, we do it."
The commandoes say they have
a reserve force of 30 raiders they
can call upon if needed in a
large-scale mission.
"We consult with our attorney
before making a raid," Bob said.
"Although we have committed a
couple · of misdemeanors-mostly
trespass-we consider the risks to
be worthwhile."

ti;JJ.

oJ~
•) •
)
~·
•

;, Alb"q"ocqo.

1

'fc.

Paperback Specials:
Make Up a Gift Set!

But Only Nine
More Days to Have

SKY DETERMINES: An Interpretation of the Southwest, by Ross Calvin.
Often called "the best book on New
Mexico." 391 pp., illus., paperback.
Reg. $2.50;
Sale Price $1

\

LIEUTENANT EMORY REPORTS: A
Reprint of Lt. W. H. Emory's "Notes
of a Military Reconnaissance," ed. by
Ross Calvin. 216 pp., maps, paperback.
Reg, $2.45;
Sale Price $1

'\,,~~~f>~~}>I~~
,,

A Christmas
Portrait
Taken at

NEW MEXICO BIRDS and Where to
Find Them, by J. Stokley ligon.
Shows 149' birds in color and 139 in
black-and-white. 416 pp., paperback.
Reg, $4.95;
Sale Price $3

UNM Photo Service

THE ROAD TO SANTA FE: Journal
and Diaries of George Chimp lin Sibley,
by Kate L. Gregg, Story of the first
survey of the famous Trail. 288 pp.,
paperback.
Reg. $2.45;
Sale Price $1
POLITICS AND PURSE STRINGS IN
NEW MEXICO'S PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
by Tom Wiley. A close look at practical problems of school funding. 273
pp., paperback.
Reg. $2.45;
Sale Price $1

Contact any of us on Campus and ask us about it.
For openers, here are some reasons we're high on Subaru:
l-It gets 25 to 35 miles per gallon . . .
2-Ws a cinch to park..•
3-Jt sells for $1994 with white walls and stuff. . .
4-MOTOR TREND says "Subaru may be the best small sedan in the world."
5-lt's backed by the Galles' 62-year-old reputation for quality and service!

Ml NORITIES AND POLITICS, by
Henry J, Tobias and Charles Woodhouse. Five essays analzye specific
minority groups. 141 pp., paperback.
Reg. $2.45;
Sale Price $1.50
,
~v!J!!VJ!!!IJJii.~'l..--.

~illai'ltt'j(lllrfltifjl1oiii~
FOR YOUR WORKING LIBRARY
~ wide assortment of limited quanttties of slightly shopworn copies
bindery seconds, and bookshop re:
turns, Many titles; while they last: 40%
off list price. On display; no catalog.

277-5743
Or Drop byat

1820 Las Lomas NE

- ~~-~~ All books at regular prices after Dec. 22, 1970
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And Our Prices fit
College Budgets :..,
Call Mary or Kathy
for Particulars

l
i

.. .-.

OLDSMOBILE/ '(jatU~//
I(JOJ Central NE

---~~------......__----==::.:..::.:....:.:..::._

Monday, December 7i 1970 • 1 , ~

_________J

(near the Newman Center)

P.S. We Don't Sell
Clocks

."
i•

1...
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Committee Openings

.,

UNM's New South Athletic Complex

,.,,..

Offers Expensive, Expansive Facilities
Photos hy Chuck Feil

Students interested in serving
on student or student- faculty
committees must fill out an
application form available at the
ASUNM office, Interested blacks
Chicanos or Indian students ar~
urged to apply, said legislative
counsel Donna Fossum.
Four openings are still available
on the Cultural Committee, two
on Intramural and Recreation
Board, one on NSA, one on {Jnion
Board, three each on New Student
0 r ien tatio n, PopuIar
Entertainment, Rally Committee
and Speakers Committee, two on
Student Court, one on the
Committee on the University, and
two 1\S alternates to Student
Standards.
Several faculty · student
committees also have openings.
Athletic council has two, Campus
Safety four, and Continuing
Education, Curricula Committee
General Honors Council and th~
University Committee on Human
Subjects each one. In addition
the Regents hearing panel has fiv~
openings ai?"d scholarships, prizes,
loans and high school relations has
four.

Lobo Goof

erroneously reported the dinner,
set for 7:30 p.m., would be held
aL the Intemational Center.

Suggestion Box
The Lobo suggestion box is
located inside the east door of the
Union. Please send in your
suggestions and comments on The
Lobo, or use the box to turn in
informntion on your
organization's activities.

historian and critic, is cummtly a
visiting professor at Vanderbilt
University. He has taught at the
University of Wisconsin and
Indiana University, His lecture
will be in a Portuguese which is
understandable to Spanish
speakers.

Peace Corps

PeaceCorpsrepresentativeswill
be on campus next week
distributing information and
Israeli Scholarships
application forms. They are
~sraeli government scholarships volunteers who have returned
for study in Israel are available. from assignments and will be in
They are limited to graduate the Placement Center, on the
students under 30 and are mall, and at a booth on the mall
sufficient for maintenance of one from Dec. 7 to 11.
person but not a couple. Deadline
A half-hour Peace Corps film,
for application is December 31. "Not Enough," made in India and
Further information is.avail1~ble at Thailand will be shown Thursday,
the International Office, 1717 Dec, 10, at 7:30p.m. in room 253
Roma NE.
of the Union.

Cultura Hispanica Lecture
Massaud Moises of the
University of Sao Paulo will
lecture· on "0 Neo-Realismo em
Portugal" at 8 p.m. Monday, Dec.
7 in the International Center for
the "Aspectos de Ia Cultura
Hispanica" series.
Moises, a well-known

Criticism is what you get when
youhaveeverythingelse.

1

Sok Thong Dot>ng and Lay
Nguon, two Cambodian nationals
will be 'on the UNM campu~
tomorrow as part of a thre;>-week
visit to the United States, Don
Lindsley, ASUNM speaker's
committee chairman, announced
Friday.
These Cambodian nationalists
represent a congress of
intellectuals who met in Phnom
Penh on May 12, 1970. Its
announced objective was to draw
"the attention of the WOl'ld to the
alleged threat to Cambodia's
independence, neutrality, and
tel'ritorial integrity, resulting from
the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong invasion."
Doeng and Nguon have issued
an appeal for "moral and material
support" for Cambodia.
Doeng is Director of the
Research Department of the
Technical University of Phnom·
He has been professor of

agriculture at the Technical
University of Phnom Penh since
1964. He received his B.S. and
M.S. from the Univct·sity of
Florida.
Nguon is Director of the
Division of Industry and
Handicrafts, Ministry of Industry.
He earned his B.S. from the
University of Denver and M.S.
from th!'l University of Colorado.
The exact time and place of the
speech will be announced, said
Lindsley.

Christmas Ball
The New Mexico Faculty
Womens Club Annual Christmas
Ball will be Friday, Dec. 11 in the
Zuni Room of the Ramada Inn,
25 Hotel Circle, N.E. The cocktail
hour begins at 7 p.m. followed by
a buffet dinner and dancing with
music provided by the Don
Lesman orchestra,

The fund raising dinner for
Jordanian civil war wounded to be
held Saturday, Dec. 12 will be at
the Newman Center. The Lobo

Miller's 'The Price'
Opens Wednesday
At Rodey Theatre
Arthur Miller's "The Price,"
second production of the current
Rodey season, opens Wednesday,
Dec. !) at the University Theatre
for a five night run.
The play, Miller's first in 13
years, focuses on two brothers
who meet after a 16 year
estrangement to settle their late
father's estate.
Reservations may be made at
the Rodey Theatre box office,
open weekday afternoon from
1-5 p.m. Student admission is $1.
Curtain time is 8:15 each evening,
The characters include the
younger brother Victor, who pad
given up a college career to take
care of his father when he failed
to survive the depression, and who
now finds himself patrolling a
policeman's beat; the older
brother Walter, who had ignored
his family's fate to carve out a
brilliant career as a surgeon;
Esther, the cop's wife; and an
ancient Yiddish furniture
appraiser.

iCHICANOS!
~

.
'

,· > ..

',

.

·'

I

I
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GRADUATE STUDY

AT

'

STAN FORD UNIVERSITY
,.

'

IRE HOSE

Maria Baeza, Assistant to the Dean of the Stanford School will be at University of New Mexico
December 8, 1970. Miss Baeza would like to meet
Chicano students interested in graduate study
and financial assistance at Stanford University.
Any interested student should meet with Miss
Baeza at the Chicano Studies Center between
10 :00-12 :00 a.m. on December 8, 1970.
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Lobos Travel to DenverWith Momentum

Petie Gibson
• . . stops Butler's Shepard

The Lobos delighted a
combined crowd of 29,959 over
the weekend with a pair of
victories over highly rated teams
from the midwest and the far
west.
Friday's victim was Butler of
Indiana, 94-86, and the rebound
victory came over California
(Berkeley) by an impressive 20
point margin, 82-62.
Petie Gibson's defense and
Willie Long's scoring touch gave
the 'Pack the win over Butler.
Gibson had the assignment of
guarding the Bulldog's scoring
phenom Billy Shepard, who came
into the game averaging 31.
Gibson held Shepard to 21 and
scored 19 for himself. The point
totals would have been equal had
it not been for a 75 foot
desperation swish shot by Shepard
as the final buzzer sounded.
Butler moved out to a 6-1 lead
before the Lobos got untracked.

FUN

The sixth point came on a
technical foul assessed to Coach
Bob King. Whether King meant it
as a psychological move or not, it
turned out that way. After the
technical, the Wolfpack outscored
Butler 11·1. Long accounted for
five of the points with a pair of
hooks and a foul shot, and John
Johns.on, Harold Little, and
Gibson scored two each, The
Lobos held that lead until the 11
minute mark in the second half.
Butler chipped away at the
Lobos lead after intermission and
succeeded in tying the score at 61,
63 and 65, but they were never
able to retake the lead: After the
nip and tuck battle for two
minutes, Long put the Lobos on
top to stay with a layup.
Then Coach George Theofanis
tried a little of King's strategy and
drew a technical for arguing with

the official. Long hit the free
throw and then Mike Faulkner
scored on a driving layup and the
Wolfpack breathed easier with a
five point bulge. The Lobos
played it out with little tro1.1ble
and posted thei< s;;cond win.
Mike Faulkner, the JC transfer
who had a shakey start against
Colorado and was benched at the
outset of the game, came into his
own against the Bulldogs and
finished with 18 points on nine
for 11 shooting from the floor.
Five Lobos reached double
figures. Besides Long, Gibson and
Faulkner, Johnson hit 15 and
Harold Little 14.
The
L o bos held a short
workout Saturday morning to
familiarize themselves with
California's style of play and it
was all they needed to chalk up
victory number three.

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialisfs
333 Wyoming Blvd. NE
265-5901
l'rce Estimates

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

Butler
Shepard
Watson
Pruitt
Crain
Evans
Ehret
Garrott
Runyan
Team

FUN

Gil's University Gulf
265-9881

Playing inspired ball, New
Mexico jumped out to an 11·0
bulge before California called a
time out to try and regroup. But
the time out didn't do the Bears
much good as the Lobos went
through th~ game untied and
never behind. They led 39·29 at
halftime.
The game's top scorer was
Lobo All-American prospect ·
Willie Long, with 24 points, while
taking down 8 rebounds,
Long's individual foe, Ansley
Truitt, picked up only four points
for the night, with six boards.
After watching Bear Charlie
Johnson's dazzling dribble show,
UNM played determined ball even
though the score pulled withill
five points at one time during the
first stanza. Johnson fouled out
with 4:25 left to go after scoring
lO points.
New Mexico shot for only 45.9
percent during the game, while
California was equally cold with a
4 3. 3 percentage. The Lobos
pulled down 43 boards as
compared to Cal's 30 to help
make up one of the bigger
differences in the game's
outcome.
Long made good on 12 of 16
free throws to lead the Lobos in
that department. The Lobos
(please turn top. 7)
fg
8
2
2
2

. SPECIAL
Gulf Crown Tires
4-Ply nylon cord. Fiberglass Polyester cord
78WT as low as $39.95

tp
21
4
4
7
25
17
2
6
86

fg
9
0
6
0
0
0
9

ft-a
1-2
1-4
3-4

6

2-6
11-15
18-36
51-86
51-94

tp
19
1
15
0
0
0
18
14
27
94

11
6

1
3
35

New Mexico
Gibson
Stewart
Johnson
Wright
Seidler
Roberts
Faulkner
Little
Long
Team
Butler
New Mexico
A-15,071

2608 Central N.E.

ft-a
5-5
0-3
D-1
3·4
3·5
5-5
0-1
0·1
16·25

8
38
35
43

o-o
o-o

0·0
D-5

sizes: 700-13 thru 775-15

$19.95
825-14 thru 845-15

Big Little

Lin Morgan
Harold Little soars high to Jay
in a basket against California.
Unable to stop the play are Jack
Ridgle (30) and Phil Chenier.
Little has carried his winning ways
(33·0 in junior college last year)
over to the Lobos, who won their
third straight.

ATTENTION SENIORS
A meeting will be held for all graduating
seniors interested in becoming a candidate for
a Masters of Business Administration.

New Mexico
Gibson
Stewart
Wright
Seidler
Johnson
Roberts
Faulkner
Little
Long
Team
California
Ne,v Mexico
A-14,888

fg
5
1

0
0
8
5
2
1
4
2
28
fg
4
4
0
0
2
1

6
5
6
28
29
39

ft-a
0-1
0·0
0·0
1-1
3-5

D-1
0-1
0·0
2-2

o-o

6-11
ft·a

2-2
1-6
0-0
0·0
0·0
6·6
4-8
1-2
12-16
26-40
33-62
43-82

'

"

(No undergraduate degree in business
is necessary)

''\
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tp

10
2
0
1
19
10
4
2
10
4
62

•Down Ski

tp

10
9
0
0
4
8
16
11
24
82
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New Tape Deck
Mini 8 $69.95
Speakers, installation, and
five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

296-0311

I

I
f

I

Topics
• MBA Employment Opportunities
• New Internship Program

,',_,""

. "-.....

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy!

NMSU9
ASU4

NMSU 12
ASU8

NMSU7
ASU10

NM15
Colo. St. 8
UTEP 6

NM15
Colo. St. 12
UTEP6

NM18
Colo: St. 11
UTEP ~0

NM15
Colo. St. 1
UTEJ;'7

Ariz, 10
ASU 10
usc 12
Wyo.B

Ariz. 6
ASU 12
usc 10
SJS 4

Ariz. 6
ASU, 10
usc 14
SJS 9

Arlz. 7
ASU6
usc 12
Wyo. 7

NM20
Tech 16
USC4 ·
BYU7
CSU8
Utah 10
NMSU8
Wyo. 8

NM10
Tech 4
USC3
BYU6.
csu 13'
Utah 10
NMSU10
Pac.5

NM12'
Tech 5
usc 16
BYU.2

NM 17
Ariz. ·1
·USC 6
BYU1
CSU7
Utah 7
NMSUl
Wyo. 7

csu 14

Utah.7
NMSU4
Pac. 8

only 38.6 percent from the floor,
compared to the Lobos 49.3.
The difference was that H of C
tallied 19 more points from the
charity line than the 'Pups.
Lucero took game honors for H
of C with 23 points, including 11
for 11 from the free throw line,
and 10 rebounds. Becker and
Bonds had 21 points followed by
Grimes at 19.
Nava led the UNM frosh with
22 points with Walker and Mark
Saiers at 18.
The Wolfpups are idle until
Saturday night when they meet
Air Force's freshmen.

~

.kopy korner

~

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rate• fqr dissertalions-req~ired paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
247-4406
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

..

..
..

GRAND OPENING

leatheR nook
(We Take Custom Orders)

a complete line 0/1noun--

Vests-10.95
Hats-4.99
Jackets-30.00
Complete Outfits-29.95

Basketball Buses
Albuquerque Transit System
buses will not run between
Johnson Gym and the University
Arena for home basketball games
this year. An ATS spokesman said
the cancellation was because of
lack of patronage.
Smog has been discovered to
contain 100 percent less the
minimum daily adult requirement
of any known vitamin or mineral.
Greeting cards send special
holiday wishes to all on your
list. We have a complete se·
lection of perso~alized cards
for you to choose from. Remember • • . choose early,
mail early.

Give a Handcrafted orig ina I
for Christmas
fram

ZA-ZA
Gumbo
An outlet for
New Mexico artists
and craftsmen.
1820 Central SIO 242-5533

'",'

Buy now at the

associated
students
bookstore

taincerinu gear.
298·4296

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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ALL THE TACOS
YOU CAN EAT
IN FIVE MINUTES
ONLY $1.00
at the

T1·y Our
NEW
CHILIDOGS
Reg. 39c

Mon. & Tues.

29c

TUuanaT~co
Taco Eating Contest 3:30P.M. December 11
(At the Corner of Lomas & Yale almost)

f
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Willie Cherry 6-5 "Jumping Jack"
of the Denvet· five, and 6-4 Frank
Russ, a guard who is termed by
Pioneer coach Jim Karabetsos as
"one of the most aggressive men
on the squad." Gametime .is at 8
p.m. The game will be televised
locally over KOB-TV.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
nA'I'EB: 7c per word, 20 word minlmwn ( $1.40) per time run. If ad ls to
run five or more consecutive do.ya with
no changes the rnte is reduced to 5c

per word IIJld the minimum number' of
worda to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: J ournallsm Building. Room
205, a!ternoons preferably or mail.
CIBsaifled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

1)
PERSONALS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Harry B, Button.
Enjoy your royal blue elephant..-and me
too I Love, Lysol Feet.
HIGHER EDUCATION. SECONDARY
EDUCATION: S 0 C I A L-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT. Directories of Positions. New, innovative approach. Inexpcltsive. Effective. Write: Intercept/So..
ciocom, Harvard Square P.O., Box 317,

Cambridge, Mass. 02138. Call: (617) 8684150. 12/7
ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES. Monday· night., 8 :15, 521 Spruce SE., A!>t.
315. Call 242-4839 !or in!ormatioQ. 12/7
GRAD STUDENTS WANTED to drive '67
VW Fastback to Chicago Dec. lB. Share
driving expenses, Call 265-0190 or 255. 7875. 12/7
UN-SWIFT STUDENT nceda calculus
tutor. Real challenge. 296-5832. 5-9 p.m.
12/9
WANT TO READ three times faster 1 Raise
grades-cut study time. Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics.

Just in Time for Christmas!

1830 lomas N.E.

Courteous sc<rvice with

:

..._.........................................................................................................................................................,,

Offered Only at North Campus Tijuana Taco

I
1406 Eub,nnk NE

NMSU 15
ASU 10

Christmas Special

BankAmericard/Master Charge

• Admission Procedure and Requirements
• The MBA Program

NM10
NMSU15
Utah 7
UTEP 6

The winning wa.ys of the Lobo
varsity basketball team are not
rubbing off on the Wolfpups. 'The
varsity has opened the season with
a 3-0 record while the 'Pups are
on the other end of the ladder
with a 0-2 mark.
Losses to the New Mexico State
freshmen 77-75 and to House of
Carpets 93-86 have kept the 'Pups
from getting into the w1n column.
Against the Aggie frosh the
Wolfpups were 16 seconds away
from victory when Aggie Keith
Bowman scored a three point play
to give State the victories.
A desperation shot by UNM's
Gabe Nava at the closing seconds
of the game 'rimmed the goal and
rolled out.
Nava led the Wolfpups with 23
points, 16 in the final half, to
erase the nine point lead the
Aggies held over the Lobos at
intermission.
The 'Pups carried a 65·60 lead
into the final ten minutes of the
game but the Aggies led by
Bowman's 27 points and 15
rebounds overcame the deficit.
The Aggies dominated the boards
Bob Watkins, a 6-5 forward
followed Nava in scoring with 19
points and led the Lobos in
rebounding with 11. Paul Kruze,
UNM's 7·3 center, had 11 points.
Despite shooting over 10
percentage points higher from the
field the Wolfpups suffered their
second consecutive loss to the
AAU House of Carpets team
93-86 Saturday night.
The H of C led by former
Lobos Mike Lucero, Ron Becker,
Howie Grimes and Arizona high
school standout Ike Bond shot

'

At The School Of Business and
Administration Sciences (Room 124)

NM10
BYV3
Utah 7
UTEP4

NMSU, House of Carpets
Hand W olfpups Losses

66-48.

•Cross
Country Skis·
•])own Ski
Jackets

Nl\1 5
13YU 3
Ore. St. 2
Colo. 7
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•Climbing&
camping
!QUiJ)mcnt

December 10 (Thursday) 4:30 P.M.

NM15
NlVfSU 12
utah 10
Colo. 2

(cont. from p. 6)
completed 26 of 40 charity line
tries while the Bears had but six
of 11.
Sophomore Mike Stewart led
the team in rebounds with 13 and
pI aye d determined basketball
underneath the basket. He was
not charged with any personal
fouls for the game.
Two Bears fouled out of the
game, as the team committed 25
personal fouls as compared to 13
for the Lobos. Johnson and 6-7
sophomore John Coughran both
fouled out, Coughran with 1:13
left to play, when the Lobos led
by a 74-60 margin. New Mexico's
biggest lead came at the buzzer,
82-62, after soph Tommy Roberts
made good on a one-and-one
situation with four seconds left to
go.
Denver plays host to the Lobos
tonight after dropping two games
to WAC teams, Colorado State
Dec. 1 and Wyoming Dec. 4.
Returning for the Pioneers are

.

•ALP SPORT

•NORTH
l!'ACE

!

I

MOUNTAIN
CHALET

•GERRY

Andy
Garmezy
(10-9)

December 7

New Mexico 82, California 62
California
C. Johnson
White
Jones
Dorado
Ridglc
R. Johnson
Chenier
Brown
Coughran
Truitt
Team

(15·4)

Paul
Flee!<
(11-8)

New Mexico at Denver

N.M, State at BYU
Utah at Oregon State
UTEP at Colorado
December 9
N.M, State of Arizona
Ariz. State at Seattle
December 10
Wayland Baptist at Nl\1
Rice at Colorado St.
Chihuahua at UTEl'
December 11
Arizona at Baylor
ASU at Fresno St.
BYU at Southern Cal
Wyoming at San Jose
December 12
Northern Colo. at NM
Arizona at Texas Tech
ASU at Southern Cal
BYU at Oregon St,
West Texas at CSU
Southern Mich. at Utah
UTEP at N.M. State
Wyoming at Pacific

• •

Double Victories
Michael Blake
and
Don Burge
(14-5)

Roger
Ruvolo

New Mexico 94, Butler 86

Central at University

FUN

Lobo Picks

TYPING-fllSt, experienced service-clectric-rellSonable. 119 Vassar SE. 266-4906
anytime. 12/8
I NEED AN APARTMENT or house !or
second semester. $60-$70. Tom 277-2473.
12/8
HAVE AN INTERESTING CRAFT?
Need some bread? Contoct Rich Miller,
Cntic Angell at Original Works, 105 Mesa
SE. 12/7
NEW YEARS IN MEXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "Special Stwknta Rateo."
Leave December 27. Call 344·0546 .•.
243-4866 ... 344-0931. 12/11
~~~~~~~~-----·
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
In by a p.m. to run the following day.
2)
LOST & FOUND
LOST NEAR ASH & GOLD SE., Irish
Setter pup. Flen collar-large reward.
842- 9417. 12/10
LOST: BROWN prescription glasses, black
case. Return to SUB cloakroom. 12/10
TYPING SERVICE IBM Electric. ReiiBOn·
able Rates. 9809 Salem NE. 296-8349.
12/17
3)
SERVICES
TYPING: TERM papers, theses, etc. Mrs.
Kinkade 898-3400. 11/9.
GHOSTWRITING: Papers, Reporfs. Totol
job-research to final draft. 265-4205
(mornings). 12/7
PRINTING OF ALL kinds, addressing and
mailing. Reasonable rntcs-256-3892, 12/7
4)
FORRENT
TRADE NICE $60 apt. for nicer apt. or
house. 242·3096. Both near UNJ\1. 12/11
5)
FORSALE
PEACE SYMBOL. Front Lic""c• Plate.
Spread the g-ood word .. $1.76 each. 10~~
dfucount on 60 or more. George C. Kim ..

ball at Nash Magnetic Sign Co. 311 A
Wru;hington SE. 12/18
YASHICA-MAT twin lens reflex. Kodak
S-10. Radio-phono console. 268-9524.
12/10
HONDA 305. Excellent condition. $350 or
be!lt offer. 255·1926. 12/9
FIREWOOD: AROMATIC applewood. $85
a cord, sao you pick up. 877-0687. 2999638. 12/8
CLEVELAND TRUMPET and case. Both
EXCELLENT condition. $80.00. 266-0647.
12/7
USED TV's. $9.95. Color and Black/White.
All reprur guaranteed. 2413 4th N.W.
12/7
1951 % TON PICK-UP TRUCK. 4 speed
gear box - excellent condition, $279,85.
Contact Chuck Feil at Lobo office 2774202 nfter 5 pm. 12/7
FIRE WOOD: pinon, oak & cedar, Buy it
from a student. Call 242-8170, or 8775320, evenjngs. 12/7

NEW DAMAGED COMPONENT SETS
with Garrard changer, amplifier and four
speaker system. ~59,95 each. Also used
consolesJ solid state with BSR changer
and four speal<er system--$69.95 each.
(Terms available). UNITED FREIGHT
SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE. 9-3 Mon.Fri. Sat. until 6. 11/23
USED TV.'s-nll styles. $15 up. 441 Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 12/11
8 NEW ZIG ZAG Sewing Machines with
full factory guarantee. Nationally adver·
tlsed brand to be sold for $36 each.
Monthly payment.. available. These ma·
chfnes may be inspected in warehoUse at
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San
Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. Until 6.
6)
EMPLOYMENT
SECRETARY WANTED TO DO TYPESETTING for underground newspaper.
Pny is $1.00 Per !>Our. Call Skip 255-6550.
12/10
BABYSITTER WANTED. Adorable 3 yr.
old. Near Univ. 255-0283. 12/10
WAITRESS wanted - two W«!ks during
Christmns. Apply: Town House Lounge
3911 Central NE. Good tips plus salary:
12/7
BABYSITTING. Want girl to sit with two
ndorabla children mornings M·Fri. Must
have own transPortation. 277·5014. 12/7
7)
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: FLOOR tom-tom drum. Red
sparkle preferred. Call Shirley 298-5366,
12/8
"
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Letters:
Fisher Replies
To the Editor:
From here it looks as though
Rothenberg's Zionistic fervor is
showing. A few facts: The Arab
claim to Palestine is based on a
continuous occupation of that land
from the seventh to 12th centuries
and provides a stronger historic right
than one based on a much shorter
occupation that ended 2000 years
ago. The world would be thrown
into chaos legally and politically, if
every group were permitted to lay
claim to an area that its ancestors
had possessed at one time in history.
And if claims based on religion had
any validity, the Christians and
Muslems would assert their rights to
this disputed region.
Rothenberg's premise that the
refugee problem arose out of an
Arab war of aggression is playing
loose with the facts. The Arabs never
did accept the U.N. partition
resolution of 1947. When Palestine
was being considered for partitioning
the Arabs protested in vain that
while the Jews represented only a
minority of the population (some
80,000 at the beginning of WWI, and
after intensive Zionistic activity,
some <150,000 legal and illegal
immigrants by 1949, or about 30
percent of the population), and
owned only a small fraction of the
land, they would be allowed the best
part of Palestine, including all the
citrus land (then equally divided
between Arabs and Jews), 80 percent
of the cereal area (mostly Arab
owned), and 40 percent of the Arab
industry. The Arabs further denied
the legal and moral right of the U.N.
to Partition Palestine against the
wishes of its majority population.
When partition followed anyway
they regarded it as an invasion
against which they still are exercising
their basic right of self-defense.
Kimbel Fisher

forgets conveniently to mention that of WW II vintage and the Phantom
after 1947 the Arab states jet has been in use in the U.S. for 10
dispossessed and evicted their Jewish years) against the most modern
minorities, publicly hanging scores of equipment of the Russian arsenal, it
Jews and driving the rest from their is truly difficult to maintain that
homes. Israel absorbed these "the deck is hopelessly stacked
refugees, over one million people. against the Arabs." ~'
The basic difference was that the
Fisher claims there is no such
Jewish state he)ped its brothers and thing as a Jewish race, Perhaps so.
$isters while the Arab states refused But neither are the Jews exclusively
to aid their refugees preferring to use a religious group. When Hitler's
the people in a game of political executioners h_eld sway over Europe
football.
Fisher is patently in error in his six million were killed regardless of
claim that the government of Israel their nominal religious affiliation. In
denies "citizenship and public office the blood and fire of the
to all who do not embrace its religious extermination camps came a Jewish
dogma." Arabs, Moslems as well as national consciousness. A people
Christians, vote, hold office and enjoy were re-born and resolved it would
never happen again!
all the rights in Israel. Members of the
Aaron W. Howard
Druze community bear arms within
For
the
Jewish
Student Union
the Israeli army.
Israel is accused of being an
Basta!
imperialist power. Yet Jewish To the Editor:
freedom was bought in a long
I feel great son·ow in my heart
struggle against British colonial rule.
following
the great bastardization of
Since the creation of the Israeli state,
the U.S. has provided political, a beautiful and honored race in the
military and economic support to arLicle i11 The Lobo of Dec. 2 on
the Arabs, amounting to $3.5 billion "Chicana Liberation". I pity these
while Israel has received only one poor females (in our culture they
would not be women) because they
billion during that time.
have
now reached the stage of
Outnumbered at least 100 to 1,
complete
acculturation into the
armed with cast-off and obsolescent
weapons (Israeli Sherman tanks are white society, they are now thinking
completely white. They have chosen

Right On ...

t.o deny one of the most honorable
aspects of our cultural tradition reverance for tradition. They have so
completely accepted all that is white
and have become white themselves. I
think "Women's Liberation" is fine
for white folk, but in our culture,
women have always been more than
liberated, they have enjoyed all the
privileges and honor which is their
right because of their beauty.
We have never abused our women,
this is a disgrace. Ya basta,
vejanconas! Instead of working to
preserve our culture and race, you
are working to destroy it through
yom own ignorance and frustrations.
We have never asked for our women
to be slaves; we have always worked
for them, so that they might enjoy
the honor of being women. I cannot
conceive of any true Chicano
wanting anything to do with thesE!
white-washed females, because to do
so would only be to accept these
females' acculturation. The only
reason I can see for this disgraceful
sell-out to white society is that these
females have succombed to white
pressures for denial of their race, a
thing which a "good" Chicano would
never do.
Que viva la raza! Y las flares mas
hermosas en el mundo - · nuestras
Eddie Benavidez
mujeras.

and have declined considerably as a
Some contend that such figures of
percentage of the federal budget and
relative strength mean little, since
of the gross national product.
both sides have sufficient
Fisher Dispute I
Finally,
as the 19 71 budget megatonnage to more than destroy
By
JERRY
NORTON
To the Editor:
indicates, as the war winds down
each other and a good deal of the
YAF-FCNS
The dispute between Jews and
Vietnam spending is indeed being rest of the world. What they don't
One
of
the
funniest
things
Joan
Arabs over the land of Israel is a
shifted not to other parts of the consider is that if one nation had
complex search for a peaceful and Baez said in her recent Playboy defense budget, but to domestic
adequate anti-missile defenses, and
equitable solution which should be interview was that she wasn't paying needs.
the
other didn't, most of the latter's
carried out with factual knowledge some 80 percent of her taxes because
This
may
all
be
good
news
to
weapons would be decimated by an
that's how much was going to
and good will.
liberals, who see carrying out enemy first strike, and most of what
defense.
Baez's
is
an
extreme
Kimbel Fisher's emotional letter
utopian schemes at home as more did get off the ground would be
in Friday's Lobo does little to example of the thinking that believes important than defending the
that there needs to be a "shift in
stopped by the enemy's defenses.
contribute to the search.
country
from
its
"enemies,"
who
priorities" from defense to domestic
American scientists may question the
Arab propaganda, repeated by
spending, a11d that the defense after all, are mere mirages created by value of the ABM, but the Soviets
Fisher, asserts "every inch of Israel
budget is a bloated, out - of- control the deluded minds of conservatives.
have been deploying them for several
was acquired from the Arabs" and monster.
Other countries, unfortunately for years.
that Israel despoiled the
In point of fact, a shift in the liberal version of the world, have
Many people consider nuclear war
Palestinians's right to national
not
been
behaving
over
the
past
too horrible to contemplate, but the
self-determination. In fact, there priorities has been going on since decade as though they are
1 9 59. At that ti:rpe defense
horror
of nuclear war is the very
never existed an Arab state in
expenditures were 51 percent of the unconcerned about their military reason why it's important to
Palestine and there was never an
total federal budget. By 1969 they'd strength. The Soviet Union has been consider whether our defenses are
Palestine Arab nation. Throughout
declined to 44 percent, and will drop rapidly building its defenses to the adequate to discourage any enemy
all of his, the Palestinian Arabs never
to 36 percent in 1971. Maybe, Joan point where America's strategic lead thought of attack. The kind of
ntled the country or created their is basing her figures on WW II?
of the 1950's and early '60's has thinking that goes, "I'm against the
disappeared.
own self contained political and
In dollar terms, of course, the
war in Vietnam. The military is
social identity.
The USSR has 220 early model fighting the war in Vietnam.
defense budget has increased. It was
In 1947, the UN partition offered $46.6 billion in 1959; it was $81.2 ICBMs to American's 54; 800 small
Therefore, I'm against the military,"
self-determination to both Arabs and
billion in 1969. There will be a hefty ICBMs to America's 1000; 300 large is both irrational and dangerous.
Jews in Palestine and both were cut in 1971, dropping it to $73.6 ICBMs to America's none; 300 sub
launched cruise missiles to America's . The basic purpose of the military
offered their own separate states. billion.
But· the Arabs, hoping to "drive the
none; and, 280 sub launched ballistic 1s to defend the country. That need
That dollar increase has to be
existed before Vietnam and it will
missiles to our 656. The U.S. has 550
Jews into the sea" decided on war
exist after Vietnam, and it's a need
weighed against a federal budget that
and lost. The Arab wars, reopened in
B-52s to the 13oviet Union's 200 long
has grown under from $100 billion range bombers, but that lead is
that should remain among the
1956 and 1967, are not struggles for in 1959 to well over $200 billion in
nation's highest priorities if the
self-determination. They seek to 1971. When inflation is subtracted unimpressive when the sophisticatiol1
country is to survive.
of today's anti-aircraft defense
destroy the JewislJ. people.
from the defense budget, the system is considered, not to mention
As House Speaker John
The Arab refugees are the result of startling fact emerges that real dollar
McCorm.ack
put it, if there's going to
unsuccessful Arab aggression. This expenditures for defense - outside the co11tinuing phase-out of the
be
a
mistake
in military spending,
does not diminish the plight of the of Vietnam- have grown virtually B-52. It should also be noted that
better the mistake be on the side of
hapless individuals, but Fisher not at all for more than 10 years, the Soviet warheads are generally far
more
defense, not less, than is
more powerful than the American.
necessary.

NEW
MEXICO
HEW Secretary Resigns
Farmer Cites Personal Considerations

James Farmer

Faculty Will Decide Fate
Of ROTC on U Campus
This afternoon the faculty will with national policies on the
decide whether to give final induction penalty question.
approval to a four-point reform
proposal for ROTC that has been
Capt. Kenneth Brown, NROTC
in the works two years.
director, said the department has
The suggested modifications, begun to implement the first two
analyzed in the ROTC proposals, but pointed out an
commanders' report being inconsistency between the third
considered today, could put the point and Federal law and Navy
UNM ROTC programs in conflict regulations on a ROTC member's
induction status.
with the national program.
An ad hoc faculty committee
Brown went on, "with regard
suggested in 1969 a ROTC
to the third recommendation the
program modifications in four services are now authorized by a
areas:
1964 public law to call to active
duty in an enlisted status an
1) ROTC courses receiving
academic credit be taught by ROTC who willfully breaks his
civilian instructors holding contract with the U.S.
academic appointments in another government."
University unit;
This Federal law directly
contradicts the provision in the
2) Academic titles (not rank)
UNM proposal prohibiting the
for all ROTC instructors be
practice.
eliminated, except for those
In signing the ROTC contract
holding regular appointments in
another University unit;
the student "has acknowledged
the possibility of his being called
3) A student disenrolled "for
whatever reason" from a ROTC
to active duty in an enlisted status
program not be penalized by should he willfully break his
induction, and,
contract," said Brown.
On the fourth point, shifting
4) The Department of Defense
the financial burden to the
be asked to reimburse the
University for "the full cost" of government, both Brown and Lt.
the ROTC programs.
Col. Alfred Norton, director of
AFROTC, said this change will
The faculty adopted the four
take Congressional action and
proposals and asked for a progress
"they have no control" over this
report on their implementation,
point. Both agree however the
which is the document they will
consider today.
University should be reimbursed
for its expenditure.
The faculty decision today
could also affect the current
At present the University
spends $22,500 a year on
contract talks between theNROTC, said Brown. Exact
Univ!'rsity and the Air Force on
UNM's AFROTC progam.
figutes for AFROTC wete not
available but Travelstead places
However, Chester Travelstead,
the figure much lower than
vice president for academic
affairs, said there is "no reason to NROTC's program.
Norton said the Air Force also
believe at this time the faculty
agrees to the first two proposals
will reject the statements by
but again mentioned possibie
either the Air Force or the Navy."
problems
with implementing the
Faculty acceptance of the
third
point.
ROTC program modifications
may put the programs in conflict
Norton said the student who
disenrolls from the AFROTC
program falls into two areas: the
scholarship student who is
referred to a special section of the
service who decides whether he
will serve two years or not, and
the student in the rc.>gular prog"ram
who "might just be dischatged
and become a civilian eligible for
the draft like any other student."
"If he is found guilty of any
Two Cambodian nationalists crime then he is usually
representing a congress of discharged from the program and
in telleduals will sp<•ak in the the University takes whatever
Union lounge arf'a today from action they deem necessary,"
3:15 p.m. Lo 4:30p.m., said Don Norton said.
Lindsley, ASUNM speakers
Among other bushtess on
committe<' chainnnn.
today's
agc•ndn is a propost•d
The two, Sok Thong Do<mg and
to
thl' Acad(•mic Frm•dom
chant{e
Lnv
.. Nguon, haw issUl•d un nppeal,, and 'l'rnun~ (AFT) Policy, which
for "rnoml and material support
provides g1·ounds for th(•
for Cambodia. Tlwy l'l'Pl't'Sl'nL a
disqualifi<•aiion of voting
congr(•ss of intellectuals wltieh
members
of Llw AF'I' Committee
m<~t in Phnom Pchn on May 1 2,
in
hc•arings
involving departmental
1970 to drnw the attcmtion of the
collragues or if a member holds a
world "to the alleged threat to
biased opinion in a case. The
Cambodia's indepcndenC11,
faculty
also will receive the annual
neutrality and territorial intcgl'ity,
reports
of the Scholarship
resulting from the North Vietnam
Committee
and the Athletic
and Viet Cong invasion."
Council.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-James E. Farmer,
one of the Nixon administration's
top-ranked black officials, resigned Monday
as an Assistant Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare.
He cited "personal considerations" for his
resignation and in return President Nixon
praised him for his "many contributions"
during his 22-months with the government.
Farmer, 50, formPr head of the Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE), wrote Nixon: ''l
greatly appreciatp the opportunity I have
had during the past year and a half to
further this administration's efforts in behalf
of the American people, particularly blacks
and other minorities," Farmer's letter said.
"I am proud of whatever contributions I
have been able to make during this period,
and I would like to assure you that I am
available for whatever service my future
commitments will allow," Farmer said.
In a "Dear Jim," reply Nixon expressed
"regret" at Farmer's departure.
"Yo.u can be proud of the many
contributions you have made to this
administration and to the American people
over the past 22 months," Nixon wrote.

"Your impact on efforts to improve the
quality of life for all Americans has been
considerable, and the guidance and
sensitivity y·ou have provided have been
particularly significant in helping with Ute
developmPnt of programs and policies
designed to eliminate tlw inequities in our
society affecting blacks and otlwr
minoritic•s."
Both lettPrs W<'re da1.Pd Monday and wen•
PxchangPd during a half hour Whit(' House
meeting. "The l11C'{'ting WPnt very well and
Mr. Farmer is leaving on a very, wry good
basis," White House PrPss Secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler told reportprs.
Farmer was generally considered the
administration's best known and highest
ranking Negro official. But Ziegler said he
did not consider Farmer the highest ranking
Negro.
He said White House Aide Robert .Brown
probably ranks higher and that Assista~t
Labor Secretary Arthur Fletcher "would be
of equal rank or higher."
"We continue to have blacks in the
administration," Ziegler said.

House Adopts Resolution~ Viet Veteran
Praising Hanoi POW Raid Appeals Suit
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The House overwhelmingly
adopted a resolution Monday praising the U.S. raid on a
prisoner of war camp near Hanoi, although one member
objected that it would only encourage the Pentagon to
order more such raids.
The vote was 347 to 15, far more than the two-thirds
majority required under the procedure followed.
The resolution commends the men who made the Nov.
21 raid "for the courage they displayed in this hazardous
and humanitarian undertaking which has lifted the hopes
and spirits of our brave men imprisoned and fighting."
Rep. Robert L. Leggett, D-Calif., was the only member to
speak against the basic resolution. "In commending these
men, we are commending the Pentagon, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and the commander of our forces, the President of the
United States," he said. "This would seem to be
encouraging the Pentagon to try to do these kinds of things
again. I think we're damn fools to do it."

A Vietnam veteran attending

gu•,.••

has appealed to the state
upreme Court his suit whic
lieges the University's Boar
of Regents is not doing its job
The student, James E.
omack, is asking the big·
ourt to force the Regents t
omply with laws setting dow
he authority of the board.
omack contends much of th
egents' authority has bee
'unlawfully delegated" to
faculty members.
Womack is an Albuquerqu
attorney who served one yea
in Vietnam with the New
Mexico Air National Guard.
is suit was dismissed with
prejudice by District Judge
ohn B. McManus recently an
omack has now appealed to
he high court.

Cambodian
Nationalist
Speakers

-
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Att Show

UNM Student Sara Loesch (right) helps two members of a
children's art class, Carolyn Moses (center) and Ruth Schwartz (left),
with their construction projects. Work from the children's classes
and three others for older youth will be exhibited Dec. 17.

